
newest 
member of 
famous twin-lens 
reflex family 
adds automatic 
film crank, 
automatic 
parallax 
compensation, 
and a host of 
othernew 
features 
MAMIYAC33 

Mamiya. 

Lens interchangeability was without doubt the most important single advance in 
twin-lens reflex design. In making it possible, Mamiya provided the twin-lens reflex 
with new versatility, and brought new impetus to its development as a major 
photographic medium. The new Mamiya C33 represents another giant step forward. 
Combining new automatic controls, new features and facilities, it is the most 
advanced twin-lens reflex ever produced. 

MAMIYA C33 (less lens), $195; with 80mm f2.8, $289.50 
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FEAT-URE 
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE NEW MAMIYA C33 

1. Automatic transport crank advances film and 
cocks shutter in one rapid operation; prevents accidental 
double exposure; operates with all lenses. 

2. Automatic parallax compensation indicates 
progressive change in picture area right on the viewing 
screen as camera is focused at different distances; operates 
with all lenses. 

3. Automatic exposure factor indicator shows ex
posure increase required for close ups and copying directly 
on viewing screen; applicable to all lenses. 

4. Improved distance scales simplified scale for 105, 
135 and 180mm lenses; new, expanded, quick-reading scale 
for 65 and 80mm lenses. 

Plus these traditional Mamiya features: 

5. removable viewing hood with magnifier and open-frame sports finder 6. auto-reset exposure counter 7. provision for 
intentional double exposure 8. lens selector for parallax compensation 9. cable release socket; 10. body shutter release; 
11. dual focusing knobs 12. matched viewing & taking lens set 13. M-X synchro shutter to 1/500th sec. 14. standard 
PC flash terminal 15. film speed indicator, ASA 10-1000 16. long extension bellows permit close focusing ( to 4" with 

65mm lens) without accessories 17. lens lock and safety control 18. release for removing roll film back and switching 
to adapter for sheet-film/plate holders. 
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LENS INTERCHANGEABILITY 
The C33 accepts a ll 5 interchangeable lenses in the 
Mamiya system: 65mm f3.5 wide angle, 80mm f2 .8 
short focus, 105mm f3.5 normal focus, 135mm f4.5 long 
fo<;us , and 180mm £4 .5 telephoto, each in M-X 
synchro shutter with speeds .from 1 second to 1/500th. 

ACCESSORIES 
The new Mamiya C33 accepts the same accessories 
as the Mamiya C2, C22 and C3: Porroflex eye-level 
finder, grip handle, adapter back for sheet film/ 
plate holders, Paramender, sports finder masks, 
lens hoods, filters, and cases. 

MAMIYA division of Ehrenreich Photo·Optical fndustries, Inc., Garden City, New York 11533 Vi~stern subsidiary; Gary lehmann Inc., sal Folsom street, San Francisco 5, California 
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